
The United States Patent and
Trademark Office’s Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board (‘Board’)
reversed an examining attorney’s
refusal to register the marks
‘Country Music Association’ (Ser.
No. 78/906,900) and ‘Country
Music Association’ & Design (Ser.
No. 78/901,341). In reversing, the
Board held that the marks were not
generic and that the applicant,
Country Music Association, Inc.,
established that the marks had
acquired distinctiveness in
connection with the applied-for
services.
The applicant, Country Music
Association, Inc. (CMA), claimed
that the marks acquired
distinctiveness for registration
purposes under Section 2(f) of the
Trademark Act1.
However, the examiner held that
even if the marks were not generic,
they were merely descriptive and
CMA failed to establish that they
had acquired distinctiveness. CMA
filed ex parte appeals to the Board.
The Board held that a mark is
generic ‘if it refers to the class or
category of goods and/or services
on or in connection with which it
is used’2 and ‘The test for
determining whether the mark is
generic is its primary significance
to the relevant public’3.
The Board’s first task was to
determine the ‘genus’ of the
applicant’s applied-for services. It
held that the genus was defined in
the applications’ recitation of
services: ‘association services,
namely, promoting country music,
and promoting the interests of
country music entertainers and the
country music recording
industry’4.
Its next task was to define the
‘relevant purchasing public’. The
Board held it to be ‘the general
public who listen to country music
and those who are associated with
the country music industry’5. The
Board held that ‘Country Music

Association’ must be analysed as a
‘phrase’ for genericness purposes.
Consequently, the genericness
inquiry could not be based merely
on the dictionary definitions of its
component parts. The Board
needed to conduct an inquiry into
‘the meaning of the disputed
phrase as a whole’6. The examiner
based its genericness refusal on
evidence of third-party uses of
‘country music association’ found
on the internet and via Lexis/Nexis
searches. Results included
references such as ‘The Gay and
Lesbian Country Music
Association,’ ‘New York
Metropolitan Country Music
Association,’ and others. CMA
challenged the competence of this
evidence, but the Board rejected
the challenge because it was based
on precedent involving ‘truncated’
internet search results. Moreover,
to the extent the examiner’s third-
party website evidence showed
generic uses, they were ‘relatively
obscure’7. CMA presented level of
exposure evidence for those
websites obtained via Alexa.com,
which showed the number of daily
visitors and page views.8 CMA also
rebutted the examiner’s
genericness evidence by submitting
a consumer survey. In response,
85% of respondents answered that
‘Country Music Association’ was a
‘brand name.’ The Board found
this to be a ‘significant number.’ Id.
at 1832. ‘On balance, we find that
the Office has not met its burden
of establishing by clear and
convincing evidence that the
designation ‘Country Music
Association’, as a whole, is
generic...’9.
Although the Board held that the
examiner failed to meet its burden
of establishing that ‘Country Music
Association’ was generic, CMA also
needed to overcome
descriptiveness refusals. CMA
sought to do so by establishing that
‘Country Music Association’ had

acquired distinctiveness. In
support, it submitted evidence of
use dating back to 1958,
membership data, TV viewership
for its annual awards show and its
sponsorship of an annual country
music festival. CMA also submitted
financial information relating to
revenues ($98.2 million from 2000-
2007) and advertising expenses.
The Board also noted that CMA’s
‘Teflon’ genericness study -
showing 85% ‘brand name’
recognition - was also probative of
acquired distinctiveness.
‘Thus, in view of [CMA’s] long
and continuous use, significant
sales and advertising expenditures,
substantial publicity in the national
media, and brand name
recognition among consumers, we
find that applicant has established
acquired distinctiveness of
‘Country Music Association’ as its
mark for the recited services’10.
The Board ultimately required
CMA to disclaim any exclusive
rights to the term ‘Association’
apart from the marks as a whole.
CMA did so. As a result, the
‘Country Music Association’ and
‘Country Music Association’ &
Design marks will be published for
opposition. This will allow any
party who believes it will be
damaged by the registrations to file
oppositions in the Board11. Stay
‘tuned’.
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re Country Music Assoc., Inc.
100 U.S.P.Q.2d 1824 (T.T.A.B. 2011) (precedential), 25 October 2011
The US Patent and Trademark Office reversed a refusal to register ‘Country Music
Association’ as a mark. It judged that although the original judgment had correctly
found the mark to be too generic, the mark had acquired ‘distinctiveness’.
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